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ABSTRACT

It la found that the gauged supergravity theories in d=T compactify

on AdS x S 3 or AdS x H 3 (3-hyperboloid), vhile the ungauged Maxwell-Einstein

supergravity in d=7 eompactifieB on (Minkowski)^ x Tear Drop x S . The

novel feature in these compactifications is the appearance of non-compact

Einstein internal spaces. The possibility of their leading to non-compact

gaugings in d=U is suggested.

MIRAMARE - TRIESTE

October 198U

The fact that d=ll supergravity [1] can ccmpactify to either four-

or seven-dimensional space-time [2] has led to a number of studies on d=7

supergravity theories [3]-[9]. Relevant to the question of whether these

theories can be physical(as preon theories, for example) is the question of whether

they admit spontaneous compaetification to d=U. So far no compaetification

of d=7 supergravities to maximally symmetric four-dimensional space-time has

been found.

In this note we study this problem, and we find that there exist certain

compactifications to d=&4 of the gauged H=2 supergravity with the topological

mass term [h], as well as the gauged N=l» supergravity in d=7 [8], provided that

the usual Freund-Rubin ansatz [2] is abandoned, in the sense that the fourth rank

field strength of the theory is identically zero in the background: F___ = 0
MnFQ

(M « 0,1,...,6). Furthermore, the gauge fields of an S0(3) sector of the

Yang-Mills group are identified with the spin connection of the internal mani-

fold, in the background [10]. We also find that the ungauged K=2 Maxwell-

Einstein supergravity [5] admits (Minkowski)^ x Tear Drop ' x S as a solution.

Our results are tabulated below.
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In Sees.II, III and IV we derive these results. In Sec.V we discuss the

implications and open problems.

*) Tear Drop [ll] is a two-dimensional topologically non-compact surface of

finite area with a compact U(l) isometry group.

• To tie submitted for publ ica t ion . - 2 -



II. GAUGED H=£, D=7 SUPEHGRAVITY

We begin by considering the bosonic field equations of the SU(2)

H=2 supergravity in d=7, which contains a topological mass term. They are,

5

x
(1)

(2)

With this ansatz Eq.(3) is satified. Turning to Einstein's equation, we see

that F1-' must be non-vanishing for a non-trivial compactification. Assuming

that a is constant, according to Eq.(lt) F must be covariantly constant.

Recalling that the Riemann tensor of a symmetric space is covariantly constant

i t is seen that Eq.(H) can besatisfied by identifying, in the background, the

S0(3) gauge potential with the spin connection of S or H [10], and noting

that in that case F_nJ J becomes the Hiemann tensor on S or H . Thus

.ah 1 ab
A = — ui
a go

Fab

(7)

(8)

where u is a constant, and it is positive (negative) for s (H ), in our

conventions.

gives

There remain (l) and (2) to fulfill. The scalar field Eq.(2)

(3)

V. *-VL

while Einstein's Eq.(l) gives

(9)

.UOr.. Vt

where the potential is given by [1*,7]

(5)

g is the gauge coupling constant and h is the topologioal mass term parameter.

The field strengths are F ^ = to ̂ ^ and F ^ = 9 M ^ + g^,
k A £ J

(i,,) « 1,2,3). The rest of the notation and conventions are essentially as in

Bef.[U]. (Note we have switched from the SU(2) notation of Ref.[lt] to the

,) Demanding
2 Kim l ii

S0(3) notation by the relation A . « —

a V1

compactification to/product of a maximally symmetric space-time (labelled by

u,v * 1,2,3,1*) with a three-dimensional internal space (labelled by o,g = 1,2,3),

the ot0Y component of Eq.(3) requires that
- 0 . (6)

V' T(^'^'

Ij-

Uo)

(11)

where (5) and (9) have been used. Since the RHS of (ll) is negative while

R • -2ug*~ g (12)

it follows that u < 0. Therefore the internal space is H3 . How substituting

the value of (u/g) obtained from (11) into the RHS of (9) one obtains an

algebraic equation which is fourth order in ho /g. It has only two real roots

given by

he
g

(13a)

(13b)

-3-

(Note that h/g > 0, since c > 0.) For either value of he /g, we have R y v^°, and

R yO, and moreover the values of g and c are arbitrary. Thus we have

found two, two-parameter solutions with the geometry AdS x H .



We now consider the supersymmetry of these solutions. To this end, we

first examine the condition SX = p. From the results of Kef.tU] in the

•background discussed above one obtains

Vie 1

in Kef. [8] in constructing the full S0(5) gauged H=l* supergravity Lagrangian

in d=T. The remarkable feature of this lagrangian is that is. does not admit

a vanishing coupling constant limit. In this section ve study the compactifications

of this model.

The full bO3onic equations of the S0(5) gauged S=k, d=? supergravity [8]

For tije r-matrices our convention i s

where T are the usual Paul! matrices * The matrix

(15)

jr *i*9*,'

(19)

has four eigenvectors

M

which satisfy the relations

I = 1,2,3,

(16)

(17)

(18)

Inserting e into (lU) and using the value of u which follovs from (ll) and (12),

one obtains a value for hc5/g.which does not agree with (13). However, inserting El+

into (14), this time one finds that hc5/g = V272O, which agrees with (13a).

The conditions 6i|i = 0 = 4 ^ are also satisfied by this value. Thus ve

conclude that the two-parameter solution corresponding to (13a) has 11=1 super-

symmetry,' while the two-parameter solution corresponding to (13b) has no super-

symmetry .(see Table).

if
(SO)

4 J 1 3 3 "; »i

where the potential is given by

v = -

(21)

—
(22)

(£3)

III. GAUGED N=U, D=7 SUPERGRAVITY

Compactification of d=ll supergravity to d=7 on (AdS) x S was

studied in Ref.[6], Recently, the linearized results of these authors were used

T = n: n <sTT1 j IJ

notation and conventions are as in Ref.[8], In particular, 1,J = ..1,,..,5

are £0(5) indices, while I,J = 1,...,5 are SL{5,R) indices. S m i c _
Mflr j i.

-5-



is the third rank potential. + g BI [l^BPQlJ*

S 0 ( 5 ) l oca l X S0(5)composite local e a u f i e l n T a r i a n t p r iva t ive is given by

( 2 6 )

P .. and the composite S0(5) connection Q . are defined by decomposing the

Maurer-Cartan form;

T! îj - I"! (27)

We recall that II_ i s an 5 x 5 unimodular matrix which Is function of Ik

scalar fields parametrizing the SL(5,B}/SO(5) eoset.

As before Eq.( 22) demands

F •= 0
livpe

With this ansatz, ( 21) reduces to

= 0

(26)

(29)

Nov, in general n • can be chosen diagonal and parametrized by four
3 3

arbitrary parameters. However, taking S or H as internal space, and

furthermore as in the N=2 case, identifying the spin connection of these spaces

vith the gauge fields of S0(3) subgroup of S0(5),

(30)i

where a,b = 1,2,3, are the tangent space indices of the internal space, and

u is a constant, Eq.( 29) is easily satisfied provided that

(31)

where A and e are two constants to be determined. Note that I,J = 1,...,5

have been restricted to a,b = 1,2,3.

Considering the I4I4 and 55 entries of the scalar field E(i.C2Q), using

(31) and recalling Eqs.(23) and (2*0 one finds

(eE - e"E)(ee - 3e5X) = 0 (32)

Two case3 must be distinguished.

Case 1: (E = 0). In this case, the scalar field equation is satisfied

provided that

1 2/ -A UX, tu
•^ g (e - e ) = -g-

g

Uu2 -UX
(33)

-kxNote that the factor e~ on the right-hand side of (33) is due to the fact

that F o involves the contraction of the F a defined in (30) with factors
ap ap

of n-matrices. Finally, Einstein's equations lead to

* = T « 2 e"X «... (31*)

From (30) and (35) it follows that

-2u = -j- g (e

Eqs,(33) and (36) have two solutions,

-5X .

(35)

(36)

<3Ta)

(3Tb)

In summary, we have found two distinct AdS x H compactifications. As before,

the supersymmetry of the background is determined 'by examining the fermionic super-

symmetry transformations. Let us choose the following convention for T-matrices

P5ry = / x 1 ,

Ya = ' { p 2 X T a ,

r = r i a a 1"
a ct

p 3 x I , Y 5 = 0 1 x i } >
(38)

where 0 , T
a , 1' 2' 3

 a r e the usual Pauli matriees. Using the results of Ref.

in our background T 6X q 0 reads:

-7-



= o (39)

Similar equations fort<5A andtdi then imply

Eq.. (1*0) is solved by

<f = (1*1)

where n is any tvo component spinor acted upon by the p-matrices. Substituting

(1*1) into (39), one finds

(1*2)

This equationj together with (36), imply that e = 1/2. This value agrees

with (37a). We have checked that no other relation arises from the vanishing

of gravitino transformation law. It is worth mentioning, however, a sublety

which comes about in the variation of iji , After using (1*1) one finds

(1*3)

Case 2: (e j* 0) From Eq..(32) one now has

e E + e'E - 3e 5 X - 0 . CUT)

The only other relation which results from the scalar field equation is

As before, from (19), (30) and (lif) one obtains an analogue of £4.(36). Solving

that equation simultaneously with (1*8), one finds

Einstein's equations now read

= + 1£

(AdS) C50)

j 1' e~ 1 for + sign, S 3 for - sign)

Recalling that

It is found that these two solutions Have no supersymmetries (see Table).

We would like to mention that the N=l*, d=7 super gravities with S0(l*,l)

or 50(3,2) gauge groups [p ] do not admit solutions similar to the ones

described above.

îj TV £

Now, observing that Eq.(2T) implies (in the background)

Eq.(ltU) is seen to reduce to

which is, of course, solved by (1*1). Thus we conclude that the solution

e

(1*5)

(1*6)

corresponding to e = 1/2 has N=2 supersymmetry while the solution corresponding

to e = 1/10 has no supersynmsetry (see Table).

-9-

IV, d=7 MAXWELL-EINSTEIH SUPERGRAVITY

Ungauged d=7 supergravity theories [3] do not admit compactifications

of the type discussed above, due to difficulties with the scalar field equation.

However, one may consider the possibility of employing the c-model sector

of these theories to trigger a coinpactlfication along the lines of Ref s. [ll-ll* ].

These authors either identify the scalar manifoia with the internal manifold [12,13],

or in the presence of an H o-model the internal space is taken to he a
2

conformal map of H into a two-dimensional tear drop [11],

As an application of these ideas let us consider N=2, d=7 ungauged

supergravity coupled to a single vector multiplet. The vector multiple! contains

three scalars which parametrize the coset H . This theory can be straightfor-

wardly obtained from the one given in [5] by consistent truncation of two vector

-10-



inultiplets. If one sets all the fields in the background equal to zero except

the scalar fields and If the scalar fields do not depend on d=h space-time

coordinates, then the field equations reduce to

-a. *ffl 3j * ga

(51)

(52)

( 5 3 )

where i,j label the internal space coordinates, say, x,y,9, g = det g.

a^d r is the Christoffel symbol on the scalar manifold H3 = S0(3,l)/S0(3).

If one identifies the internal space with the scalar manifold, then (53)

is trivially satisfied; but (52) gives R,. = -g which is contradictory since

in our conventions R must be positive for H [ll]. To solve these equations we

propose the following ansatz. Let the internal space be a direct product of a

tear drop with a circle and let us map conformally the tear drop into a geodesic

manifold [15] of H3

E " 0 h (5lil
ab ab * '

where h is the metric on the geodesic submanifolds H , g is the

metric on the tear drop and n is a conforms! factor. It is fixed by (52)

to be [11]

Si2 = (1 - x 2 - y2) , (55)

where x and y are the (conformal) coordinates of the tear drop. Eq.(53) Is

also satisfied by our ansatz, essentially due to the fact that the two-dimensional

manifolds are conformally flat, and that the H submanifold of HJ is totallysubmanifold of

Hote that the important difference "between the tear drop compact if ication

H a-model in

geodesic.

discussed above and that of Ref.[ll] is that we do not need an H
2

the theory, instead we embed an H In a higher dimensional scalar manifold.

V. COMMENTS

The novel feature which arises in the compactifications derived above is

the appearance of a non-compact Einstein internal spaces (in particular, H which

is the upper sheet of a three-dimensional hyperboloid). Are non-compact

internal spaces physically acceptable? To answer this question, particularly

in H case, one must expand all the fields in terms of the representation

functions (harmonics) of S0(3,l) i-e- the isometry group of H . The trouble

is that all the unitary representations of S0(3,l) are infinite dimensional [l6].

It Is not clear how to make physical sense from, such representations neither
*)

in the fundamental nor in the preon picture particles . One may entertain

the possibility of utilizing finite dimensional, thus necessarily non-unitary,

representations of S0(3,l}. After all, it has been shown that [17,18] in d=S)

non-compact groups can be gauged, employing gauge fields in the finite dimensional

adjoint representation of the group. Those theories are non-

renormalizable, "but nevertheless they have well behaved Hamiltonians with no

unitarity violation problems. This is achieved because the non-compact group &

breaks down to the maximally compact subgroup H, at the end of which the vector's

in the coset G/H acquire a mass [17]. Perhaps more relevant for (Kaluza-Klein)

supergravities is the fact that Hull [19] has constructed S0(7,l) gauged super-

gravity in d=U, with S0(7,l) •*• S0(7) symmetry breakdown taking place. Thus,

the question Is: can non-compact internal manifolds account for non-compact

gaugings in d=k, via non-unitary representations of the isometry group? We

regard this to be an interesting open problem, and add the following remarks.

Since the representation functions of S0(3,l) we are interested in are non-

unitary, they will not be orthogonal although they are complete. This renders

the harmonic analysis [l6,20] more complicated but not impossible. It has

already been shown that an Inversion formula for the harmonic expansion on H

exists even for non-unitary representation of the isometry group [21]. In any

case, one can consider an ansatz for the "massless" modes which contains the

Killing vectorsof H . This would lead to a Hull-type action with S0(3,l)

gauge group. The point which requires care is that the ansatz must be

consistent with the field equations [22].

Regarding the relations between the d=7 supergravity compactifications

found here and those of d=ll supergravity, note that some of the fluctuations

about the AdS x S background have acquired expectation values. In particular,

the value the Yang-Mills field acquires is not that which is appropriate to an

SU(2) bundle over S*. Thus, no relation exists with any of the known compac-

tification of d=ll supergravity to i=k.

*) Note that since we are not referring to Infinite dimensional representation

of space-t^e LorentK-group,jBegge trajectory interpretation is not possible.

-11-
-12-



As far as the sterility of our solutions are concerned, an interesting

question arises. On :the one hand, spontaneous eompactification of • d=7 Einstein-

Yan£—Mills gravity or\ a three-dimensional internal space seems to fee unstable [23,24].

due to topological reasons. On the other hand, two of the solutions found here

have residual supersymmetry {second and third row in the Table). Since in all

the known cases supersymmetry of the "background guarantees the stability, the

interesting question now is vhether/supersymmetry argument for stability fails

in this case, and if not how it works despite the topologically unfavourable

compactification.
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